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ABOUT THE PROJECT

Purpose
OVERVIEW
This document outlines a plan and vision for how
to grow Worthington Pools. The Master Plan
provides a blueprint for the future that will build
on the traditions and values that have made the
facility a cherished destination in the community,
while planning for future improvements that will
ensure long-lasting quality and character. The goal
of the project is to construct a new, modern aquatics
facility that is better suited to meet the needs of
all user groups of the facility. Specific project goals
informed and guided the master planning process.
The goals were developed over the course of several
years and included extensive discussions with
membership, community groups, and other key
stakeholders. The project goals include (see also goals
to the following page):
1. Preserve existing facilities, as appropriate;

8. Potential rental space for other professional
office space through strategic partnerships (i.e.
physical therapy, massage therapy, etc.)
9. Meeting space for rent; and
10. Sustainable revenue stream/forecast.
This document outlines the process to create the
Master Plan, as well as the primary planning inputs
that were studied and considered as part of the plan
development. These inputs included:
• Best practices;
• Technical site analysis;
• Community, stakeholder, and membership input;
• Market research;
• Pool design; and
• Operational planning.

2. Install new/updated outdoor pool(s);
3. Expand recreational amenities complex;
4. Consider the addition of a new indoor pool
to support “Learn to Swim” programs and
training opportunities (including evaluating
functionality of existing indoor pool/
natatorium);
5. Create new restroom/locker rooms;
6. Create a new concession stand;
7. Create office space for administrative staff;
6

The plan is intended to serve as a guide to inform
future decision making related to strategic and
planned improvements to the facility. It can be used
and considered as Swiminc:
• Outlines future capital plans;
• Applies for and secures funding (fundraising,
grants, and loans); and
• Communicates and generates alignment from the
community and members on the future vision for
the facility.
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Figure 1: Project Goals

1

2

PRESERVE EXISTING FACILITIES,
AS APPROPRIATE

INSTALL NEW/UPDATED
OUTDOOR POOL(S)

3

4

EXPAND THE RECREATIONAL
AMENITIES OF THE POOL
COMPLEX

CONSIDER THE ADDITION OF A
NEW INDOOR POOL TO SUPPORT
“LEARN TO SWIM” PROGRAMS
AND OTHER TRAINING

5

6

CREATE NEW RESTROOMS AND
LOCKER ROOMS

CREATE A NEW CONCESSION
STAND

7

8

CREATE NEW OFFICE SPACE FOR
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

EXPLORE THE POTENTIAL
FOR RETAIL SPACE AND FOR
OTHER PROFESSIONAL OFFICE
SPACE THROUGH STRATEGIC
PARTNERSHIPS
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Approach
OVERVIEW
The project approach to create the Master Plan
for Worthington Pools followed an inclusive and
iterative process (see Figure 1). The process included
many layers to developing the Master Plan. The
following elements were considered and studied
throughout the process.
• Site features and analysis including the
significance the site plays in the community
context.
• Inclusive community input and aspirations, with
a dual focus on the community and member
input, as well as targeted user groups.
• Considerations of past, current, and future
maintenance and operation issues and
opportunities.
• Consideration of the planning for the future of
Worthington Schools and City of Worthington
projects.

STEERING COMMITTEE
At the core of the planning process was the
guidance of a project steering committee. A steering
committee was developed to guide and inform the
development of the Plan at each stage of the process.
The committee included a variety of stakeholders
including Swiminc board members, user groups,
and, Worthington Pool staff.
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The committee met several times during the
development of the plan to review key findings,
create project goals, and develop and refine the
Master Plan concepts.

PHASED PROCESS
The six-month planning process followed five
primary phases (see Figure 1). While Phase 1 set
the foundation for the process, the process was
largely grounded in Phase 2. This phase included
the technical analysis and community input that
collectively served as the information that guided
and informed the development of the Plan. Phases
3 and 4 utilized the information from Phase 2 to
create a series of planning and design principles and
translate those principles into plan concepts. Phase 4
considered the draft plan concepts and evolved them
into a preferred Master Plan for the future.
Of note and at the core of the process, was the
consideration of Worthington Schools and the
school grounds or property. During this planning
process, the District was also initiating a Master
Plan for the Thomas Worthington Campus. Due
to this condition, it was imperative for the overall
approach to consider how the natatorium could be
designed into the overall Master Plan on the current
site, or if there may be an opportunity to create a
new natatorium at another location on the school
campus, or constructed by another third party. This
design consideration was a paramount issue that
influenced the process and the final outcome.

WORTHINGTON POOLS MASTER PLAN

Figure 2: Project Approach

PHASE 1: LAUNCH
• Assemble and Gather Data
• Organize a Steering Committee
• Drone Imagery and Base Mapping
• Steering Committee Meeting 1

PHASE 2: UNDERSTAND THE CONTEXT
• Review Existing Plans and Studies
• Conduct Needs Assessments / Site Analysis
• Listen Round 1
• Steering Committee 2

PHASE 3: DRAFT PLAN CONCEPTS
• Create Draft Plan Concepts
• Steering Committee 3
• Listen Round 2 - Build the Vision and Priorities

PHASE 4: FINAL MASTER PLAN
• Create Draft Master Plan
• Steering Committee 4
• Final Site Master Plan
• Operations Plan and Estimate of Probable Cost

PHASE 5: FUNDING AND
COMMUNICATION STRATEGY (FUTURE PHASE)
• Marketing Strategy and Materials (Vision Brochure, 3D Images/Models,
Video, AR Experience)
• Funding Plan and Assistance
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Using The Plan
HOW TO USE THE PLAN
The Worthington Pools Master Plan is intended to
serve as a living and guiding document for Swiminc,
as well as other community stakeholders (e.g. City of
Worthington, Worthington Schools). As conditions
change and various sections and phases of the Plan
are implemented, Swiminc may need to update and
refine the Master Plan to reflect the physical, social,
and programmatic changes of the organization, to
achieve the desired goals and objectives of the plan.
A master plan is a blueprint for Swiminc. It is a
comprehensive plan of action. It is the vision of what
a community wants to become and the steps needed
to realize that vision.

ANNUAL BUDGETS
Swiminc should reference the Master Plan when
preparing annual work programs and budgets. The
Plan will require significant investment for both
physical improvements and staffing.

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
DECISIONS
The Plan specifically outlines a vision and blueprint
that identifies where and how to improve the
Worthington Pool campus. As future improvements
are budgeted for and planned, the Plan should be
referenced to guide future improvements.
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BE FLEXIBLE
The plan is intended to serve as a guide to help
Swiminc plan for the development of the campus.
However, it should be understood that conditions
and community will and support changes. The plan
should be considered flexible in nature and adapt as
needed while staying true to the planning principles
outlined herein. Of high importance in flexibility, is
the consideration of the campus growing with and
without the Natatorium. It is intended to be flexible
and fluid.

CONNECT WITH OTHER
COMMUNITY PLANS
Going forward, Swiminc should share the Master
Plan with other community organizations and
stakeholders with the goal of creating collaboration
among groups to serve the Worthington community
and pool membership. This includes both
programming, as well as physical improvements
that touch and expand into the public realm such as
connectivity, access and signage. Two of the primary
entities in this space include Worthington Schools
and the City of Worthington.

WORTHINGTON POOLS MASTER PLAN

Worthington Pools is a popular attraction
for families in the area. Implementing the
Master Plan overtime will ensure the facility
is an asset for future generations.

11
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Site Analysis
OVERVIEW

KEY FINDINGS

Worthington Pools has been a destination for family
fun in the Worthington neighborhood for over
60 years. The pool facilities have been operated
by Swiminc, a non-profit, since 1953 on leased
property owned by the school district. Worthington
Pools is host to multiple events outside of the
summer recreational swim season including food
drives, invitational swim events, water sports, and
the Special Olympics. Worthington pool is an icon
across multiple generations of local residents and
visitors.

The approximately six-acre site is located along
the north side of West Dublin Granville Road
in Worthington, Ohio. It is flanked by Thomas
Worthington High School to the east and the
school’s outdoor athletic facilities to the west. The
northern perimeter is defined by the main parking
lot for the school’s campus and the pool facilities.
The current layout includes three outdoor swimming
pools, natatorium, splash pad, locker-room building
and two separate pavilion structures (one with
concessions). The pool and splash pad mechanicals
are located in the central area of the pool deck for
the pools, and adjacent to the splash pad in an out
building. The site includes open lawn areas and
mature trees along, with pockets of ground level
vegetation.

This history has created many areas and elements
of the current pool campus that are “sacred,” have
created challenges, or have presented opportunities
over the years. This section outlines the site analysis
conducted as part of the Master Planning process.

THE ANALYSIS
A site assessment of the Worthington Pool campus
was conducted using aerial photography, land
surveys, 3D scanning, and site visits. Information
was gathered and analyzed to prepare a base map
of the facilities, the leased area, and other ancillary
constraints, that served as the foundation of the
planning effort. Specific analyses performed included
circulation, perimeter, pool entry and parking, pool
deck and amenities, and site vegetation.

Primary key findings from the site analysis included
the following:
• Pedestrian and bicycle access to and from the
pool campus is limited.
• Trees/vegetation are important elements to be
considered for preservation.
• Vehicular access/drop-off can be enhanced to
promote pedestrian safety.
• ADA accessibility can be enhanced at the
entrance and throughout the site.
• Security and lighting could be improved to
promote safety and security.

14
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PERIMETER ANALYSIS
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The site perimeter analysis included an examination
of the boundary around the site as well as how people
access the site by car, bike, or foot. The findings from
the analysis included:
• Visibility and Signage - The site lacks visibility
when approaching from S.R. 161 due to the
existing topography and ground level vegetation.
Main signage is difficult to see as it has poor
visibility due to its location, is undersized and
badly weathered. Along with the main signage
issues, the site lacks sufficient way-finding signage.
The main entry to both the site and the pool are
difficult to identify.
• Perimeter Fencing - The existing perimeter
fencing is chain-link. There is loose and
deteriorated windscreen fabric.
• Access - The main entry presents a safety issue
as pedestrian access to the facility crosses a main
drive aisle for campus parking and the dumpster
is also adjacent to the entrance. Additionally, there
is no dedicated drop-off/pick-up zone and the site
lacks any paved pedestrian connection from West
Dublin Granville Road (See Figure 3).
Figure 3: Perimeter Analysis
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Figure 4: Circulation Analysis
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POOL ENTRANCES &
PARKING ANALYSIS
The pool entrances and parking analysis included
an evaluation of the entry and exit experience and
parking accommodations, as well as accessibility
within the site. The findings included:
• Entry/Exit - The pool facility’s main entry is
unassuming and the accessible entries should be
evaluated for ADA compliance. It is also unclear
if the entry to the natatorium and outdoor area
are the same. The northeast side of the pool
operates as an exit only, though it can be easily
confused for an entry as it not clearly marked.
• Parking Accommodations - Pool parking is
clearly marked and located near the entry, though
users must cross the entry drive aisle to enter. It
is unclear if there is enough parking for special
events, especially in combination with other
community and school events.
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• Access - The guard house and locker-room are
located along the east side of the facility away
from the entry with no direct path. Access for the
natatorium is not through the main entry, which
presents challenges for ADA accessibility.
Figure 5: Entrance and Parking Analysis
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POOL DECK & AMENITIES
ANALYSIS
The pool deck and amenities analysis included an
examination of access and maintenance of existing
amenities and the overall connection between
amenities. The findings from the analysis included:
• Access - ADA access to the locker room and
guard house is inadequate. Throughout the pool
deck and lawn, there are tripping hazards due to
seating, raised utilities, old exposed footings, and
other obstacles. The Lagoon splash pad is not easily
navigated and has no accessible route.
• Sight Lines - There are many sight line
obstructions due to location of equipment, slides,
and shade structures. The elevation change to the
west creates a blind spot from the manager’s office.
• Existing Amenities - There is a strong disconnect
amongst the various amenities. Different seating
types are scattered throughout. The horseshoe
pits near the picnic shelters appear unused. The
concrete pool deck is in fair condition and limits
opportunities for seating and foot traffic. The
splash pad is prone to flooding due to leaf litter
from nearby trees.
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Figure 6: Pool Deck & Amenities Analysis
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VEGETATION ANALYSIS

A

The vegetation analysis included an evaluation of the
quality and maintenance of existing vegetation. The
findings from the analysis included:
• Trees - The site is home to mature, healthy trees
that should be preserved, wherever possible.
There are two donor trees on site that should be
protected and preserved, per the owner’s direction
(see image A and B and Figure 6).
• Grasses and Shrubs - Grasses and shrubs
throughout the site are mostly mature and
healthy. Shrub and mulch areas along the pool
deck line the paths or identify shortcuts to lawn
areas or the splash pad. Vegetation is in fair to
poor condition on the northeast side of the locker
room and guard house.

B

• Lawns - Lawn areas are generally full and
healthy.

Figure 7: Vegetation Analysis
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Community Engagement
OVERVIEW

KEY FINDINGS

Community outreach and engagement was a
cornerstone of the master planning process. The
engagement strategy was designed to tap into the
intuitive minds of the community regarding the
current and future facility. This was accomplished
by dreaming together and building energy and
support for the future of the Worthington Pools. The
desired outcome of the engagement process was to
gain perspective from members and non-members,
target user groups, and staff, as well as the general
community, regarding the current conditions and
desired future condition of the pool campus.

Based on public input throughout the process, there
is substantial interest in enhancing the quality and
features of the existing facility. Emphasis was placed
on water features, such as the lazy river and water
play elements. Maintaining a proper temperature
of water for different types of activities was also
important across population groups. Finally, the
public engagement process highlighted potential
non-swimming uses for the facility to serve
community needs, attract new visitors, and increase
revenue.

THE PROCESS
By using a variety of engagement methods, people
of all different backgrounds were able to have their
voice heard. The community engagement methods
that were used for the Worthington Pools Master
Plan included:

IMPROVE/ENHANCE EXISTING ELEMENTS
Water Features
Storage Space
Bathrooms/Changing Rooms
Concessions Area

ADD NEW AMENITIES

• Public Pop-up Meeting

Cabanas

• Community Survey

Kids Play Area (playground, games, etc.)

• Stakeholder Interviews

Shade Features

• Youth Engagement
The following is a summary of key findings, while a
summary of input from each engagement method is
outlined in the rest of the section.
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Table 1: Key Findings

EXPAND USES OF THE FACILITY
Programming (education, health and recreation, civic)
Family events (i.e. movie nights)
Explore new partnerships and sponsorships with
schools, community organizations, businesses

WORTHINGTON POOLS MASTER PLAN

PUBLIC MEETING
The public event took place at the Worthington
Farmers Market on October 13, 2018. In lieu
of a traditional town hall meeting format, the
Farmers Market allowed for interaction from a
broader audience and hands-on participation in a
convenient, informal layout. An estimated 75 people
engaged with the planning team at the Farmers
Market.

PRIORITY BOARD
Farmers Market attendees were asked to vote for
their top priority for the new Worthington Pools
facility. The element receiving the highest number of
votes was for “Pool deck shade and furniture”. The
second and third most popular priorities received
roughly 19% and 15% of the votes, and were
“Playground / kids play area” and “Bathroom and
changing rooms,” respectively.

BIG IDEA CARDS
An important part of the engagement process was
encouraging the public to be creative and think big
about the future of their community. Participants at
the Farmers Market were asked to provide big ideas
on what they would like to see at the Worthington
Pools. A primary theme which emerged from
the cards was that of family-friendly amenities
including programming, nursing areas, and activities
for children. Additionally, multiple respondents
expressed preference for a zero entry pool.

Table 2: Top Priorities
ELEMENT

# OF
VOTES

Pool Deck Shade and Furniture

19

Playground / Kids Play Area

12

Bathroom and Changing Rooms

10

Diving

8

Splash Pad

5
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COMMUNITY SURVEY
A community survey was made available on-line
to capture engagement from a wider segment
of the community. This was facilitated through
cards handed out at the Farmers Market as well as
emails sent to members prompting visitors to take
the survey. The following section provides survey
results. Complete survey results are provided in
the appendix. The majority of respondents were
female, ages 35-54, and have children under the
age of 16 living at home. More than 50% of survey
respondents have lived in the community more than
10 years.

Figure 8: How often do you visit the pool
during the season?
44.6%

15.0%
9.3%

EXISTING POOL
Despite fairly regular attendance from survey
respondents, the general sentiment was lukewarm
over the quality of the facility. As shown in Figure 9,
the pool was given an average rating of 6.5 on a scale
of 10. Additionally, around 68% of respondents said
that the current pool should be replaced or updated.
When asked to rate the quality of specific elements,
the highest rated element was the splash pad which
had an average rating of 7.3. The average rating of
all the elements listed is shown in Table 3. Notably,
about half of the elements were rated lower than 6,
signaling room for improvement in a multitude of
areas.

FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
Looking to the future, survey participants shared
support for a variety of different amenities. The
most appealing pool components listed were a slide
22

2.2%

1.3%
Daily

A few
times a
week

Once a
week

A few
times a
month

Once a
month

A couple
times a
year

Never
/ Don’t
know

Figure 9: When you come to the pool, do
you typically come:

GENERAL QUESTIONS
Overall, survey participants tended to be actively
engaged with the pool. Most of the respondents
(86.3%) were aware that the Worthington Pools
is owned and operated by Swiminc., not the City
of Worthington. More than half (69%) of the
respondents also visit the pool at least once a week
during the season (Figure 7). When they visit, survey
participants typically bring children. This result is
not surprising given that nearly 80% of respondents
have children living at home. However, it does
reiterate the preference for a family-friendly pool.

12.7%

11.6%

By yourself (13.1%)
With a spouse/partner (5.6%)
With friends/neighbors (4.6%)

With children (76.8%)

Figure 10: On a scale of 0 to 10, how would
you rate the overall quality of the pool
facility?
0

10

Average Rating = 6.5

Table 3: On a scale of 0 to 10, how
would you rate the quality of the following
elements?
ELEMENT

AVG. RATING

Bathrooms/Changing Area

3.9

Concessions

4.7

Shade

5.3

Toddler Pool

5.4

Outdoor Furniture

5.7

Pavilions

5.9

Indoor Pool

6.0

North Pool

6.4

Adult Pool

6.7

South Pool

6.7

Splash Pad

7.3

WORTHINGTON POOLS MASTER PLAN

Figure 11: On a scale of 0 to 10, how
appealing are each of the following pool
amenities or components?
Slide
Not at all
appealing

Average Rating = 8.3

Very
appealing

Shade
Average Rating = 8.3

Adult Pool
Average Rating = 8.1

Interactive Fountain / Splash Pad
Average Rating = 8.1

Water Features (lazy river, spray zones, waterfalls, etc.)
Average Rating = 8.1

Concessions
Average Rating = 8.0

Figure 12: What amenity or component do
you think should be the highest priority for
upgrading? (Top 8 results)
Water features (lazy river,
spray zones, etc.)

29.9%
11.0%
9.3%

Zero depth entry
Indoor pool

7.3%

Lap pool for exercise

7.3%

Toddler

7.1%

Shade

6.9%

Adult pool

6.6%

Leisure pool

and shade, however, each element received a rating
of at least 6.9 which reinforces the preference for
a well-rounded, high-quality facility. Figure 10
shows the top six responses to the question “...how
appealing are each of the following pool amenities
or components?” It is worth noting which elements
were rated lower in quality in the previous section
(Table 3), but rated higher in regards to their appeal.
The relationship between these two questions
may provide insight into existing pool elements
which could be improved in order to enhance the
attractiveness of the existing pool. The quality of
existing concessions received an average rating of
4.7, and yet its average rating for appeal was 8,
indicating that this amenity is fairly important to
respondents. Similarly, the quality of shade at the
existing facility was rated 5.3, and it was one of the
highest rated elements when asked about appeal.
Generally speaking, survey participants said that
the water features should be the highest priority for
upgrading (Figure 11).
When asked what elements should specifically be
considered in the future which do not currently exist
at Worthington Pool, cabanas and a playground were
the most popular choices (Table 4). Although there
was limited support for community meeting rooms,
with roughly 16% of respondents indicating this
should be offered in the future, survey participants
did express an interest in other programming. The
majority of survey respondents also said they would
support rehabilitation, education, medical training,
or other related entities as a complement to the pool.
Table 4: Are there any elements or
components that are not currently offered
that you feel should be considered in the
future?
ELEMENT

RESPONSE

Cabanas

179

Playground

178

Formal lawn area for relaxing or
special events

125

Small outdoor sports area

100

Community meeting rooms/space

69
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STAKEHOLDERS
Focus groups were conducted with populations that
may have special expertise, experience, or needs
related to the pool facility. The stakeholder groups
included Worthington Pool staff, competitive
swimmers, senior citizens, and Worthington Pool
board members.

STAFF
As community members who interact with the pool
and its patrons on a regular basis, the Worthington
Pool staff can provide insight to the daily operations
of the facility. Roughly eight staff members provided
feedback on the Plan. The staff’s comments focused
primarily on the logistics rather than aesthetics of
the pool. Generally, the staff raised concerns over
safety and security, handicap accessibility, storage,
and the layout of the facility. The group also
identified opportunities for the future including
a family-friendly facility which serves a multitude
of functions including recreation, education,
competition, and leisure.

BOARD MEMBERS
The public engagement process also included
interaction with leadership of the Worthington
Pools. Board Members were contacted and asked to
provide their feedback on current issues and future
opportunities for Worthington Pools. One response
was received which reiterated previously mentioned
comments, as well as opportunities for additional
revenue through enhanced partnerships and space
rental.
Table 5: Public Engagement Summary
PRIMARY ISSUES

SENIORS

Security/Safety concerns (lack of controlled access,
limited staff, location amenities)

Approximately 32 stakeholders participated in the
open house conducted at the Griswold Center on
October 10, 2018. The primary issues expressed
by open house participants were related to the
general quality of the facility (outdated appearance,
poor condition of chairs and materials), and the
temperature of the water being too cold. A summary
of the opportunities voiced by those at the senior
stakeholder group includes enhanced programming
and activities such as fitness classes, outdoor games,
garden areas, shuffle board, and senior-oriented
programs. A desire for reduced senior pricing was
also discussed at the meeting.

ADA non-compliance

COMPETITIVE SWIMMING
To gain the perspective of athletes and coaches,
members of the Worthington Swim Club were
asked to provide feedback on what they would
like to see in a facility. In addition to individual
sheets completed by approximately six community
members involved in competitive swimming, the
Worthington Swim Club provided documentation
24

summarizing their needs and wishes for a facility in
the future. Stakeholder participants cited concerns
regarding air quality, a lack of spectator seating,
water temperature, and a need for improved storage
and training space. Additionally, the group expressed
support for more competition-approved pool space
such as a 10-lane, 25 meter pool, or an Olympicsized 50 meter pool.

Storage
Design of facility lacks functionality
Quality and condition of materials/facility
Water temperature
Cost of entry
Air quality
Limited bathrooms and changing areas
Lack of training space
Pool sizes not appropriate for competitive swimming

PRIMARY OPPORTUNITIES
Versatile spaces to accommodate different uses and
programming year round
High quality attractions and amenities
Enhanced programming and activities for seniors
Increased balcony and deck space for spectators
Could host regional competitive events (i.e. swim
meets, water polo)
Eco-friendly facility
Expanded partnerships with local businesses and
organizations

WORTHINGTON POOLS MASTER PLAN

YOUTH ENGAGEMENT
As noted by the community survey, one of the
largest groups using the Worthington Pool facilities
is children. Therefore, a public engagement activity
was conducted specifically with students at Wilson
Hill Elementary School to gain perspective on what
the young members of the community would like to
see in a future pool. A total of 89 activity booklets
were completed.
From the students surveyed, the pools that the
Q: WHAT DO YOU LIKE TO DO DURING
BREAK TIME AT THE POOL?

children liked best were the lazy river and free swim.
With only 5 votes, a pool with swim team lanes was
not given much preference by the students. The
most popular activity was a slide which received a
vote from nearly 70% of the students. When asked
what they like to do during break time at the pool,
the most popular response was food. Movies and
playground were the second and third highest votegetters, respectively. Finally, kids were asked to draw
a picture of a pool they would like.
Q: THERE ARE DIFFERENT KINDS OF
POOLS. CHECK THE ONE YOU LIKE BEST.

5 Votes
food

Swim team lanes

games

46 Votes
Free swim

50 Votes
movies

Lazy river

kids-only area

14 Votes
Splash pad

Q: THERE ARE DIFFERENT KINDS OF
POOLS ACTIVITIES. CHECK THE ONE YOU
LIKE BEST.
sports

playground

61 votes
51 votes

62 Votes

45 votes

Slide

29 Votes
Climb

26 votes 25 votes 24 votes

27 Votes
Dive
Food

Movies

Playground

Games

Sports

39 Votes
Games

Kids-Only
Area

25
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Market Assessment
OVERVIEW
As part of the project, a market assessment
was performed to examine demographic and
participation trends that may impact the success
of Worthington Pools. Demographic data was
accessed from ESRI who utilizes 2010 Census
data and demographer projections for 2018-2023.
Additionally, data on housing, recreation, and
entertainment spending and adult participation
activities was analyzed. The following is a summary
of the study while the full assessment is included in
the Appendix.

SERVICE AREA
A Primary Service Area is the distance that
individuals are willing to drive on a weekly basis
to use services and facilities. The Primary Service
Area that has been identified for Worthington Pools
is a 3-mile radius from the location of the current
facility. The 3-mile radius has been modified to the
north to follow the School District boundaries.
This is important as the school district is a partner,
specifically in the operation of the indoor pool (see
Appendix page A-65).
Service areas can flex or contract based upon
a facility’s proximity to major thoroughfares.
Other factors impacting the use as it relates to
driving distance are the presence of alternative
service providers in the service area. Alternative
service providers can influence membership, daily
26

admissions and the associated penetration rates for
programs and services. Service areas can vary in size
with the types of components in the facility.

DEMOGRAPHICS
Demographics for the City of Worthington and the
Primary Service area were compared to state and
national data to determine areas of opportunity
and challenges for Worthington Pools. This data
included age, income, budget, recreational spending,
and population tapestry.

Age and Income
The median age and household income levels are
compared with the national number as both factors
are secondary determiners of participation in
recreation activities. The lower the median age, the
higher the participation rates are for most activities.
The level of participation also increases as the
median income level goes up.
The median age in the City of Worthington (44.9)
is significantly higher than the State (38.7) and
National (37.1) while the Primary Service Area
(36.1) loosely aligned with the National number. A
lower median age points to young professionals and
young families, primary users of aquatic facilities and
indoor recreation amenities. However, swimming
as an activity, is one that all age groups participate
in, and indoor recreation amenities are becoming

WORTHINGTON POOLS MASTER PLAN

multi-generational as the population ages and is more
interested in physical health.
Additionally, households with children in the City of
Worthington make up 30.8% of the total households,
and 26.5% for the Primary Service Area. The City
and Primary Service Area have a lower percentage
of households with children compared to the state
(31.3%) and nation (33.4%).
In the Primary Service area, the percentage of
households with median income over $50,000
per year is 62.2% compared to 77.7% in the City,
compared to 53.7% in the State, and 57.2% in the
Nation. Furthermore, the percentage of households
in the service area with median income less than
$25,000 per year is 8.1% compared to a level of
20.6% nationally.

HOUSEHOLDS W/ CHILDREN

26.5%

In the Primary Service Area
(30.8% in City of Worthington)
(31.3% in the State)
(33.4% in the Nation)

Budget Expenditures
In addition to looking at Median Age and Median
Income, it is important to examine Household
Budget Expenditures. In particular, reviewing housing
information; shelter, utilities, fuel and public services
along with entertainment & recreation can provide a
snapshot into the cost of living and spending patterns
in the services areas.
The consistency between the median household
income and the household budget expenditures is
important. It points to the fact that compared to
a National level the dollars available and that are
being spent on entertainment and recreation in the
State of Ohio are less, while more is being spent in
the Primary Service Area and significantly more in
the City of Worthington. This points to the ability
to be somewhat aggressive with pricing structure for
admission fees, memberships and programs.

Recreation Spending Potential Index
The propensity for households to spend dollars on
recreation activities was also examined. There is a
great deal of consistency between median household
income, household budget expenditures and
recreation and spending potential. The City shows a
very high propensity for expenditures on recreation.
The Primary Service Area shows a higher propensity

MEDIAN INCOME OVER 50K

62.6%

In the Primary Service Area
(77.7% in City of Worthington)
(53.7% in the State)
(57.2% in the Nation)

SPENDING POTENTIAL INDEX
ON ENTERTAINMENT & REC.

104

In the Primary Service Area
(152 in City of Worthington)
(88 in the State)
(100 in the Nation)

The SPI compares average local spending to
the average spent nationally. An index of 100 is
average. An SPI of 104 indicates that average
spending by local consumers is 4 percent higher
than the national average.
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for recreation spending when compared to the nation,
while the State shows a lower propensity when
compared to the nation.

Table 6: Recreational Spending Potential
Index
SPENDING POTENTIAL INDEX

Population Tapestry Segmentation
The 65-segment Tapestry Segmentation system
classifies U.S. neighborhoods based on their
socioeconomic and demographic compositions. The
following tapestry segments make up over 50% of
the segments within the service area. Aside from the
Young & Restless segment, all other segments show
a higher propensity for spending on entertainment
when compared with the national average with Sassy
Suburbanites showing a very high propensity at 184.
• Young & Restless – One of the youngest markets
with half of the householders under the age of
35. Highly mobile, these residents are beginning
careers and changing addresses frequently. The
enjoy dancing, playing pool, and volleyball.
• In Style – Married couples, primarily with no
children or single households. Actively support the
arts, theater, concerts, and museums.

PSA

STATE

NAT.

Fees for Participant
Sports

106

164

86

100

Fees for Recreation
Lessons

103

163

79

100

Social, Recreation,
Club Membership

106

168

83

100

Exercise Equipment
/ Game Tables

108

160

87

100

Other Sports
Equipment

104

155

92

100

Note: Potential Spending Index figures in table include
City
Table 7: Population Tapestry
PRIMARY SERVICE
AREA

• Enterprising Professionals – Almost half of
households are married couples, and 30% are
single person households. Leisure activities include
gambling, trips to museums and the beach.

DEMOGRAPHICS

PERCENT

CUMUL.
PERCENT

MED.
AGE

MED. HH
INCOME

• Emerald City – Single-person and non-family
types make up over half of all households. Read
magazines and books on a tablet, sometimes while
exercising at home.

Young &
Restless

11.9%

11.9%

29.4

$36,000

In Style

10.1%

22.0%

41.1

$66,000

• Savvy Suburbanites – Married couples with no
children or older children dominate this market.
Physically fit, residents actively pursue a number
of sports, from skiing to golf, and invest heavily in
sports gear and exercise equipment.

Enterprising
Professional

8.8%

30.8%

34.8

$77,000

Emerald
City

6.9%

37.7%

36.6

$52,000

Savvy
Suburbanite

6.3%

44.0%

44.1

$104,000

Metro
Renters

6.2%

50.2%

31.8

$52,000

• Metro Renters – Over half of all households
are occupied by singles, resulting in the smallest
average household size among the markets.
Participate in leisure activities including yoga,
Pilates and downhill skiing.
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CITY

Note: There are additional Tapestry Segments that
makes up the Primary Services Area, however the 6
listed above account for over 50%.
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PARTICIPATION AND TRENDS
Participation and trends were evaluated as part of the
market assessment. On an annual basis, the National
Sporting Goods Association (NSGA) conducts an
in-depth study and survey of how Americans spend
their leisure time. This information provides the data
necessary to overlay rate of participation onto the
Primary Service Area to determine market potential.

Participation Rates
Participation rates were analyzed for a variety
of aquatic and multi-purpose recreation facility
activities. The analysis was completed by taking
the national average and combining that with
participation percentages of the Primary Service
Area based upon age distribution, median income,
region. Those four percentages are then averaged
together to create a unique participation percentage
for the service area. This participation percentage,
when applied to the population of the Primary
Service Area, provides an idea of the market
potential for the various activities (see Table 8).
Approximately 16.1% of the Primary Service area
would participate in swimming which equates
to 18,294 people in the swimming population in
2018. High participation rates were also shown for
exercise walking (35.6%), exercise with equipment
(18.9%), aerobic exercise (15.2%), and running/
jogging (15.2%). Incorporating these activities and
other popular activities alongside swimming could
increase visits to the facility.
The NSGA classifies swimming based on how often
individuals of the swimming population participate:
frequent (110+ days), occasional (25-109 days),
and infrequent (6-24 days). Of the swimming
population, frequent users make up 6.8%, while
40.5% and 52.7% make up occasional and
infrequent users respectively. Applying these averages
to the Primary Service Area swimming population
indicates approximately 780,348 swimming days are
available within the area. These swimming days may
be satisfied by Worthington Pools or another nearby
facility.

Table 8: Participation Rates for Primary
Service Area
ACTIVITY

AVERAGE
RATE*

Swimming

16.1%

Aerobic Exercise

15.2%

Basketball

8.4%

Bicycle Riding

12.9%

Boxing

1.2%

Cheerleading

1.1%

Exercise Walking

35.6%

Exercise w/ Equipment

18.9%

Martial Arts/MMA

1.9%

Pilates

1.5%

Running/Jogging

15.2%

Table Tennis/Ping Pong

3.5%

Volleyball

3.6%

Weight Lifting

12.3%

Workout @ Clubs

12.5%

Wrestling

1.1%

Yoga

9.9%

Note: The average rate indicates the average of four
participation categories: age, income, region, nation.

SWIMMING POPULATION

18,209

(Estimated swimmers in the Primary
Service Area in 2018)

POTENTIAL SWIMMING DAYS

780K

(Estimated potential swimming days
within the Project Service Area)
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AQUATIC PARTICIPATION TRENDS
Swimming is one of the most popular sports and
leisure activities, meaning that there is a significant
market for aquatic pursuits. More recent trends
show a desire for leisure and therapy facilities,
including slides, lazy rivers, zero depth entry, and
raised temperature pools. However, even this
recent emphasis on recreation, there is still a need
for traditional aspects of pool facilities such as
swim team, instruction, and aqua fitness that use
competitive pool and diving facilities. Aquatic
facilities that incorporate these recent aquatic facility
trends with traditional activities that create a more
full-service recreation center have shown better rates
of cost recovery in the market. Based on the market
information, the existing pools, and typical aquatic
needs within a community, there are specific market
areas that may be addressed with any aquatic facility
including:
• Competition – This includes swimming and
water polo on the high school and club levels.
The focus should be on maximization of lanes
and lane time availability to generate the highest
level of participation. It is also important that the
competitive programs address the needs of those
just entering the sport, along with high level
to elite athletes. In addition to the competitive
programs for youth there is the opportunity to
address the needs of avid lap swimmers, Master
Swimming participants, and multi-sport athletes.
• Leisure/recreation aquatic activities – This
includes a variety of activities found at leisure
pools with zero depth entry, warm water, play
apparatus, slides, seating areas and deck space.
These are often combined with other non-aquatic
areas such as concessions and birthday party or
other group event areas.
• Instructional programming – The primary
emphasis is on teaching swimming and lifesaving
skills to many different age groups. These
activities have traditionally taken place in more
conventional pool configurations but should
not be confined to just these spaces. Reasonably
warm water, shallow depth with deeper water (4
30

ft. or more), and open expanses of water help
support instructional activities. Easy pool access,
a viewing area for parents, and deck space for
instructors is also crucial.
• Fitness programming – These types of activities
continue to grow in popularity among a large
segment of the population. From aqua exercise
classes, to lap swimming times, these programs
take place in more traditional settings that
have lap lanes and large open expanses of water
available at a 3 1/2 to 5 ft. depth.
• Therapy – A growing market segment for many
aquatic centers is the use of warm, shallow water
for therapy and rehabilitation purposes. Many
of these services are offered by medically based
organizations that partner with the center for this
purpose.
• Social/Relaxation – The appeal of using an
aquatics area for relaxation has become a primary
focus of many aquatic facilities. This concept has
been very effective in drawing non-swimmers
to aquatic facilities and expanding the market
beyond the traditional swimming boundaries.
The use of natural landscapes and creative pool
designs that integrate the social elements with
swimming activities has been most effective in
reaching this market segment.
• Special Events/Rentals – There is a market for
special events including kid’s birthday parties,
corporate events, community organization
functions, and general rentals to outside groups.
The development of this market will aid in the
generation of additional revenues and these
events/rentals can often be planned for after or
before regular hours or during slow use times. It
is important that special events or rentals not
adversely affect daily operations or overall center
use.
• Special market segments – Market segments
that an aquatic facility could attract have
different needs for facilities and programming.
These segments could include families, pre-school
children, school age youth, home school, teens,
adults, seniors, and the special needs population.
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MARKET CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the following are market opportunities
and challenges that exist with a new or renovated
aquatic facility. It is important to note that the
challenges and opportunities identified here
informed the development of the final Master Plan,
and many of these items are reflected in the Plan.

Opportunities
• The Primary Service Area has a large swim
population to the proposed Master Plan concept.
• The demographics of the area point to a
balanced community in terms of age distribution.
Participation in aquatic activities spans the full
age spectrum and the multiple bodies of water
included in the proposed facility could various
age cohorts and interest.
• The median household income in the Service
Area, and specifically within the City of
Worthington, should support continued
membership base and current user fees.

Aquatics activities spans the full age spectrum from
young children to older adults.
pool is expensive to maintain and operate and
impacts the overall profitability of the full facility.
Most year around indoor aquatic facilities
typically can recover more than 75% of their
operating costs.

• The population of the Primary Service Area is
anticipated to grow demonstrating potential for
new users.

• The partnership with the school district
requires that the indoor aquatic facility focus
on competition, which does not have as broad
appeal to the general public.

• The partnership with the local school district
is a potential asset as it provides a steady rental
income and shared cost opportunities for the
indoor spaces.

• If the organization were to convert the existing
indoor pool to a fitness center, there is the
potential for push back from the current private
and non-profit providers in the area.

• The facility could significantly broaden their
market penetration outside of swimming if the
current indoor pool is converted to another use,
specifically fitness.

• Because some of the construction process will
replace existing bodies of water at the current
location, there will be challenges to keep
portions of the facility open to members and for
programming.

• The a master plan with a more diverse swim/
aquatic offering and may generate additional
revenue from increased admission and
membership.

• During the construction process, depending on
impact, there could be a decrease in participation
and market penetration.

• A higher price point for membership, would
support increased financial metrics, but could be
exclusionary to some within the Primary Service
Area.

Challenges
• The current indoor pool, and proposed indoor
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The Vision
OVERVIEW

THE MASTER PLAN

A unique set of design principles and an overall
master plan was developed for Worthington Pools.
The design principles were created to guide the
development of the Master Plan which serves as
the blueprint for future change at the Worthington
Pools facility.

The Master Plan included within this section is
a physical illustration of the design principles. It
outlines an overall vision, specific program elements,
an aesthetic, a phasing plan, and opinion of probable
costs that should inform the future development of
the facility.

THE PRINCIPLES

The Plan like the principles, should inform a variety
of pool operation and capital improvements. It is
intended to be flexible in nature and respond to
changing conditions within the pool community
and aquatic trends and technology.

Ten design principles (see Figure 12) were to guide
the development and implementation of the Master
Plan. They were built on the results of the existing
condition analysis, market analysis, public and
stakeholder input, and best practices. The principles
are not intended to serve as or replace the existing
mission or policies of Swiminc. They are solely
designed and intended to guide the development
and implementation of the Master Plan.
The primary purpose of the design principles was to
set a framework and direction for the creation of the
Master Plan. They also serve as a tool to guide future
planing and programming at the facility related
to the implementation of the Master Plan. They
should also inform future planning and decision
making related to physical improvements to the
overall facility, and overtime the principles should
be revisited to ensure they reflect the values and
aspirations of the pool community.
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The Plan was also created and is illustrated herein as
an overall vision/plan, as well as individual phases.
The purpose of the phasing is to illustrate how the
Plan can be implemented overtime with minimal
disruption to the existing pool operation, while
creating a complete pool experience for the user. It
is important to note that the concepts as shown, and
supporting quantities and opinion of cost, should be
used for planning purposes, and do not reflect true
construction cost.

WORTHINGTON POOLS FINAL REPORT

Figure 13: Master Plan Design Principles

1
2
3
4
5

RE-PURPOSING

GROWTH

Re-purpose existing
elements at the facility
as part of the Master
Plan when and where
feasible to reduce cost

A facility that promotes
growth aquatic education
through the pool design
and programming

6

FAMILY ORIENTED

COMPETITION

A facility that is family
friendly and promotes and
builds community

A facility that embraces
and promotes competitive
opportunities

7

FLEXIBILITY

VISIBILITY

A facility this is flexible and
adaptable to a variety of
aquatic and community
activities

A facility that is visible and
has a quality aesthetic

8

STABILITY

CONNECTIVITY

A facility that supports
financial resiliency
through operations and
programming

A facility that is connected
and accessible from the
outside and within the pool
area

9

BALANCE

SAFETY

A facility that balances wet
and dry activities to create
a diverse experience for
users

A facility that is safe
and inviting

Note: The principles are not listed in order of priority

10
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KEY

Figure 14: Proposed Master Plan

A

Proposed Building (ticketing,
offices, restroom/changing,
concessions, outdoor lockers)

L

Refurbished Shelter

B

Proposed Mechanical Building

M

Planting Area

C

Proposed Service Drive

N

Raft Storage

D

Zero Entry Toddler Pool

O

Proposed Deck Expansion

E

New Pool Deck

P

Competitive Lap Pool

F

Perimeter Sidewalk

Q

Diving Well

G

Shade Structure

R

Adult Pool

H

Reconfigure Drop-Off Lane
(one way)

S

Planting Area

I

Proposed Slide

T

Proposed Natatorium (By
Others) with west wall glass
garage doors for summer access
and 25M stretch pool

J

New Pool Deck

U

Re-purposed natatorium
building or lawn seating/dry
activity

K

Proposed Lazy River

Table 9: Outdoor Water Surface Area
POOL TYPE

EXISTING

PROPOSED

Baby/Toddler

1,710 SF

1,845 SF

General/Leisure

6,486 SF

10,720 SF

Adult Pool

3,747 SF

2,435 SF

4’ Water (Lazy River)

3,835 SF

3,145 SF

Total

15,778 SF

18,760 SF

N/A

24,885 SF

Total (w/new natatorium)
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H

A
D

U
E

T

G
O

B

P

Q

J
N
G

I

G
S
E
R

L

K

M

Not to scale
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PHASE 1
KEY
A

Proposed Building (ticketing,
offices, restroom/changing,
concessions, outdoor lockers)

I

Turf Area

B

Proposed Mechanical Building

J

Dry Activity Area

C

Proposed Service Drive

K

Proposed Slide and Lazy River

D

Zero Entry Toddler Pool

L

Pool Deck

E

New Pool Deck

M

Refurbished Shelter

F

Perimeter Sidewalk

N

Planting Area

G

Shade Structure

O

Raft Storage

H

Reconfigure Drop-Off Lane
(one way)

P

Pool Renovations

Table 10: Phase 1 Opinion of probable cost
ITEM

QUANTITY

CY

750

Restroom/concessions demo

LS

1

COST

TOTAL

$200

$150,000

$50,000

$50,000

New restroom/concessions demo

SF

2,500

$350

$875,000

Open Pavilion

SF

500

$150

$75,000

Natatorium stairs and ramp entry

SF

600

Mechanical building

SF

3,000

Mechanical building drive

SY

250

Zero entry toddler pool

SF

2,000

Tot pool toys

LS

1

Pool Deck

SF

Perimeter sidewalks

SF

Entry drive reconfiguration

LS

$50

$30,000

$200

$600,000

$30

$7,500

$300

$600,000

$150,000

$150,000

11,300

$20

$226,000

6,750

$10

$67,500

1

$75,000

$75,000

Deck furniture

LS

1

$50,000

$50,000

Shade structure

LS

1

$25,000

$25,000

New signage/wayfinding

LS

1

$50,000

$50,000

Slide and stair tower

LS

1

$500,000

$500,000

Slide splash pool

SF

750

$300

$225,000

Lazy river

SF

3,500

$350

$1,225,000

Refurbished shelter

SF

1,800

$30

$54,000

Pool Renovations*

LS

-

* see renovations notes on following page
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UNIT

Pool demo and removal

Subtotal

$1,382,600
$6,417,600

35% contingency (including utilities, landscaping, etc.)

$2,246,160

Total with Contingency

$8,663,760
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Figure 15: Master Plan - Phase I
H
A

E

J

D
E

F

I

G
P
B

C

E
O
B
L

P

S

A
K

MC

D
N

CE :

FACE :

OUTDOOR WATER SURFACE
Not to scale

Existing: 17,970 SF
Proposed: 17,505 SF
0’

Table 11: * Pool Renovations Cost Breakdown
ITEM

UNIT

25’

50’

100’

SCALE: 1” = 50’-0”

QUANTITY

COST

REV 2019-01-11

TOTAL

Middle pool gutter demolition and replacement

LF

465

$505

$234,825

Middle pool floor sandblast and repaint

SF

8,200

$20

$164,000

Misc. deck repair for new plumbing

EA

6

$3,000

$18,000

South pool, gutter demolition and replacement

LF

255

$505

$128,775

South pool, floor sandblast and repaint

SF

3,750

$20

$75,000

Misc. deck repair for new plumbing

EA

4

$3,000

$12,000

Allowance for pool mechanical and plumbing

LS

-

$750,000

$750,000

* see renovations notes on following page

Subtotal

$1,382,600

35% contingency (including utilities, landscaping, etc.)

$483,910

Total with Contingency

$1,866,510
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PHASE 2

A POOL DECK EXPANSION
B COMPETITIVE LAP POOL
C DIVING WELL

A

D ADULT POOL
E
F

WORTHINGTON POOLS-CONCEPTUAL MASTER PLAN

PHASE 3-KEY

KEY

Proposed Deck
Expansion

SHADE STRUCTURES
B Competitive Lap Pool
PLANTING AREA

C

Diving Well

D

Adult Pool

E

Shade Structures

F

Planting Area

A
A

B
B

C
C

E

E

FF

D
D

PHASE 3 WATER CALCULATIONS

OUTDOOR WATER SURFACE

EXISTING OUTDOOR WATER SURFACE :
17,970 SF

Existing: 17,970 SF
Proposed: 18,760 SF

PROPOSED OUTDOOR WATER SURFACE :
18,760 SF

Not to scale

0’

Table 12: Phase 3 Opinion of Probable Cost
ITEM

50’

100’

REV 2019-01-11

UNIT

QUANTITY

COST

TOTAL

Pool demo and removals

CY

750

$200

$150,000

Pool deck demo and removal

CY

250

$200

$50,000

Leisure / lap pool

SF

9,200

$300

$2,760,000

Adult Pool

SF

2,500

$300

$750,000

Dive well

SF

1,600

$300

$480,000

$90,000

$90,000

$20

$330,000

Dive equipment

LS

1

Pool deck

SF

16,500

Deck furniture

LS

1

$100,000

$100,000

Shade structures

LS

2

$25,000

$50,000

Subtotal

$4,610,000

35% contingency (including utilities, landscaping, etc.)
Total with Contingency
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25’

SCALE: 1” = 50’-0”

landscape architecture |
planning | urban design

$1,613,500
$6,223,500
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PHASE 3
KEY

A

B

Proposed Natatorium
(By others) with west
wall glass garage doors
for summer access and
25M stretch pool

B

A

Repurposed natatorium
building or lawn
seating/dry activity

Not to scale

Note: Proposed natatorium is intended for indoor and outdoor use, and is
proposed to be completed by others.
Table 13: Phase 4 Opinion of Probable Cost and Grand Total
ITEM

UNIT

QUANTITY

COST

TOTAL

New Natatorium (By others)

LS

15,000

$300

$4,500,000

Natatorium pool

SF

6,200

$300

$1,860,000

Competition equipment

EA

8

$7,500

$60,000

Renovated natatorium (old)

LS

1

$250,000

$250,000

Miscellaneous sidewalks

SF

4,000

$10

$40,000

Subtotal

$6,710,000

35% contingency (including utilities, landscaping, etc.)

$2,348,500

Total with Contingency

$9,058,500

GRAND TOTAL

$23,949,760

OPINION OF PROBABLE COST RENOVATING AND NOT REPLACING
MIDDLE AND SOUTH POOLS

$19,669,760
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THE OPERATIONS

Managing the Vision
OVERVIEW
The most important component to the Master Plan
is ensuring long-term feasibility and sustainability
of the organization and facility. An operational
plan was developed to inform and guide the
implementation of the Plan. The Operation Plan
provides Swiminc and community partners with
market information and subsequent budgetary
implications. The Operational Plan is summarized
here while the full plan, including details on staffing
costs and program revenues, is included in the
Appendix. The following conditions were assumed
in the formulation of the Operational Plan:
• All four phases of the project are completed.
• The market will not drastically change over
the next 3-5 years, which is to say that another
outdoor or indoor pool will not enter the market.
• The indoor facility will operate year around. The
part-time staff schedule is based on 51-weeks.
• The hours of operation are comparable to other
facilities in similar sized communities.

MON-FRI

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

10:30A7:00P

10:00A7:00P

10:00A7:00P

5:30A9:00P

7:00A7:00P

11:00A7:00P

Seasonal (Memorial
Day to Labor Day)
– Outdoor Bodies of
Water
Year Around –
Indoor Bodies of
Water

Table 15: Summer Membership Rates
TYPE
Single

RESIDENT

NON-RES.

$190

$219

Couple (2 Person)

$285

$328

Family of 3

$330

$380

Family of 4

$365

$420

Additional after 4

$25

$30

Senior (62+)

$125

$145

Couple Senior (62+)

$185

$215

Couple Senior & Non

$230

$265

Table 16: Non-Summer Membership Rates

• The facility will be able to host aquatic
competition; however, the focus should be on the
members of the facility as they will be the lifeblood of the revenue stream.

TYPE

• Programs are not factored at capacity.
For the purpose of analysis, hours of operations* and
membership fees were structured as defined in the
following tables.
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Table 14: Pool Hours

RESIDENT

NON-RES.

$260

$305

$45

$52

Daily Single

$5

$6

Daily Family

$10

$12

Single
Monthly Single

*This schedule reflects opportunities to offer programs during the
morning hours and rentals in the evening.

WORTHINGTON POOLS MASTER PLAN

The program offerings assumed for the analysis
focus on the core services that the aquatic facilities
offer with the option of backfilling pool availability
with emerging or trending programs. The staffing
assumptions reflect the current operational structure
of the facilities.

Table 18: Staffing Positions
Full Time Positions
• Executive Director
• C.F.O.
• Director of
Engineering
• Director of
Programming
• Director of
Operations
• Director of Competitive
Programs

Using the aforementioned assumptions and the best
information available at the time of the analysis, a
model of operational expenses and revenues was
created for five years. Table 17 summarizes the
projected calculations. Operational expenses are
anticipated to increase at a rate of 1-2% per year
over the five year time span and the five year time
span projects a 5% increase in revenues from year
1-2, a 3% increase in year 2-3, a 2% increase in year
3-4, and a 2% increase in year 4-5. A breakdown of
revenues and expenses by line item is available in the
Appendix.

Part Time Positions
• Pool Technician
• Instructors
• Office Staff
• Pool Supervisors
• Crew Chiefs
• Lifeguards
• Coaches

Table 19: Program Offerings
Resident

NonResident

$60

$70

$100

$120

Racers 1

$80

$90

Diving

$60

$70

Program
Group Swim Lessons:
Pre-Competitive Lessons:
Stroke School

The operational plan shows an operating deficit,
which is not realistic for Worthington Pools to
support. Some of this cost can be associated with
the year around natatorium and the fee that the high
school swim team pays. However, there may still be
a deficit even if these challenges did not exist. Two
scenarios were explored to help close the operational
gap.

Private Swim Lessons:

$180

$210

Semi-Private Swim Lessons:

$225

$260

Summer

$100

$115

Non-Summer

Water Fitness

• Scenario 1 - Increase sales of:

$200

$230

Weekly

$12

$15

Daily

$5

$6

»» Family of 4 Memberships from 500 to 750
»» Swim lessons from 70% to 90% capacity
»» Birthday parties from 6 to 10 per week
• Scenario 2 - Convert existing natatorium to
fitness center to offer a full-service fitness and
aquatics membership
Table 17: Expense and Revenue Return
CATEGORY

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

$1,402,621

$1,416,647

$1,430,813

$1,459,430

$1,488,618

Revenues

$1,212,813

$1,273,454

$1,311,658

$1,337,891

$1,364,648

Difference

($189,807)

($143,193)

($119,156)

($121,539)

($123,970)

86.5%

89.9%

91.7%

91.7%

91.7%

Expenses

Recovery %
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